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Season 5, Episode 14
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How Grand! The Cage Match



Anton looks at the stolen data from Madoka's computer. Gan Gan Galaxy haven't receive a message from the WBBA about Masamune as he walked the mountains. Alexi shows Gan Gan Galaxy the space shuttle that his team will go on if they win the tournament. The next round of the tournament is beginning and Masamune still hasn't come back yet Gingka will battle in the first round and Anton has found out by spying on them so he chose Nowaguma. Masamune gets help from sky pilot. The battle between Gingka and Nowaguma will be a steel cage match. Gingka try to use his Starbooster Attack but can't because of the cage, so he tries again but Anton acvivates an electric field that stops Pegasus. Rock Orso stops Galaxy Pegasus attacks and knocks it into the cage. Pegasus absorbs Orso power to break through the cage and use Starbooster Attack again sending Rock Orso into the cage defeating Nowaguma. The sky pilot drops Masamune at the train station near Russia. 
Quest roles:
No known guest appearances


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
4 July 2010, 00:00
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